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	This concise volume presents key concepts and entries from the twelve-volume ICA International Encyclopedia of Communication (2008), condensing leading scholarship into a practical and valuable single volume.

	
		Based on the definitive twelve-volume IEC, this new concise edition presents key concepts and the most relevant headwords of communication science in an A-Z format in an up-to-date manner
	
		Jointly published with the International Communication Association (ICA), the leading academic association of the discipline in the world
	
		Represents the best and most up-to-date international research in this dynamic and interdisciplinary field
	
		Contributions come from hundreds of authors who represent excellence in their respective fields
	
		An affordable volume available in print or online
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Organization Theory: A Libertarian PerspectiveBookSurge Publishing, 2008
This book applies the economic principles of individualist anarchism, as developed in Studies in Mutualist Political Economy, to the study of the large organization.  It integrates the insights of mainstream organization theory into that framework, along with those of more radical thinkers like Ivan Illich, Paul Goodman, and R.A. Wilson.    Part...
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Super-Resolved Imaging: Geometrical and Diffraction Approaches (SpringerBriefs in Physics)Springer, 2011


	Super resolution is one of the most fascinating and applicable fields in optical data

	processing. The urge to obtain highly resolved images using low-quality imaging

	optics and detectors is very appealing.





	The field of super resolution may be categorized into two groups: diffractive and

	geometrical super...
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Digital Signal Processing: A Filtering ApproachThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
This new resource introduces the concepts, equations, and terminology of Digital Signal Processing, and also provides the tools needed to analyze and design digital filters. With emphasis on digital filtering, this book applies the reader's knowledge of AC circuits, trigonometry, algebra, calculus and analog filter design to digital signal...
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Microfluidics for Biotechnology (Microelectromechanical Systems)Artech House Publishers, 2005


	Since the concept of the first DNA biochip, biotechnologies have soared, deeply

	changing the world of biology. In fact, they have already had direct implications on

	each of us. Since the very beginning of this science in the 1980s, spectacular

	advances have been made, such as the analysis of the human DNA genome

	sequence, while...
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The Inside Text: Social, Cultural and Design Perspectives on SMS (The Computer Supported Cooperative Work Series)Springer, 2005
Mobile phones and the short-text messaging service (SMS or “text”) in particular
are new social phenomena, much marvelled at and much commented upon (See
Brown et al, 2002; Katz & Aakhus, 2002; Ling, 2004). This success is said to be
because mobiles allow new levels of micromanagement in an age of fraught and...
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BlackBerry Application Development For Dummies (For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback))For Dummies, 2010

	The advent and growing popularity of BlackBerry smartphones has changed how corporate users communicate whenever away from their offices. No longer tied to their landline phones, no longer glued to their desktop PCs, corporate users could stay in touch via voice and e-mail as long as cellphone reception was available. Then, Research In Motion...
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